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Abstract

The process of globalization is inevitable because it is part of human nature. Man by nature is a social being with an irresistible 
urge to associate with his fellow human beings. Man cannot survive without associating with his fellow human beings. 
Globalization is a manifestation of this natural urge in man to associate with his fellow human beings and it is irresistible. I 
understand globalization to mean the process by which mankind gets closer together. This process has in recent times been 
facilitated by modern means of communication and transportation. Tremendous progress was made in this direction in the 
20th century by the unprecedented advancement in the means of transportation and communication, e.g. Satellite and E-mail. 
This has turned the world to “global village”. You could have your dinner in Lagos and your breakfast the following morning 
in London. Through CNN, you could see and know what is happening in other part of the world. And through improved 
telecommunication, you could talk with anybody in other parts of the world. Through all these advancements in transportation 
and telecommunication, mankind is fast coming together, getting to know more about one another, becoming more and more 
interested and involved in what goes on in other parts of the world. Despite its numerous advantages, globalization has serious 
effects on African culture. It affects almost if not all aspects of African culture. One of such is the loss of one’s cultural identity 
and even national identity. The paper discusses meaning and definitions of culture, characteristics of culture, Categories and 
types of culture, meaning and definition of globalization, features of globalization, advantages of globalization and the impacts 
of globalization on African culture. The paper therefore concludes that globalization is good, but we must embrace it with 
caution and guard against the dangers inherent in it so that our cultural heritage is not eroded and sacrificed on the altar of 
globalization.  
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Abbreviations: FESTAC 77: Festival of Arts and Culture; 
UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization; CBAAC: Center for Black and African Arts and 
Civilization.

Introduction

Nigeria’s cultural heritage is enviably rich, full of 
inspiration and vitality; hence, its relevance to Nigeria’s 
political, social and economic growth and sustainable 

development [1]. Nigeria’s cultural diversity remains a 
treasure largely unexplored in her continued quest for 
national integration and ceaseless drive towards national-
building yet, from independence to date, it has been one 
story of hate and denigration of nation’s cultural heritage. It 
is interesting to note that one of the purposes of the World 
Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture (FESTAC’77) 
was to launch of a cultural renaissance, similar to the 
intellectual and artistic movement that led Europe out of the 
dark middle ages into modernity, and propelled Europe into 
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commanding height in every area of human achievement 
throughout the world. It is therefore desirable and urgent 
to cherish our culture in order to lead us to the part of 
progress and development. Globalization now attracts the 
attention of many people from all walks of life these days. 
It is an all-encompassing phenomenon that involves socio-
political, economic and cultural integration of the world at 
large. Nigerian oil is traded in the global market and many 
Nigerians (especially youths) now operate cyber café and 
phones centers in order to drastically reduce the rate of 
unemployment in the country.

Nigeria is by no means active, whether consciously or 
unconsciously in the integration of the global economy. Hardly 
can you find any home without a hand set to communicate 
within and outside the continent at will. People from far and 
remote places of the world are now interconnected and made 
accessible through internet. Television and satellite dishes 
are available for use throughout the globe to the extent that 
Francis Fakuyama states “no country can ever truly cut itself 
from the global media” [2].

Without gainsaying the fact, many people now operate 
cyber café and phone centers for commercial purposes, which 
by extension, help to drastically reduce unemployment rate. 
However, despite this, globalization is still fraught with its 
consequences. The questions are: should Africa throw away 
her culture all because of globalization? Should she lose her 
sense of belonging and yet to develop and join the comity of 
nations? This paper attempts to explore the place of culture 
in an increasingly globalized environment with particular 
focus on the situation in Africa.

Meaning and Definitions of Culture

Our stating point should be the recognition of the fact 
that culture is the bedrock of society and it is the fabric 
with which society is woven together. It defines a people’s 
way of life most comprehensively, covering the ordering of 
the conduct of our relations in the private, social and public 
spheres.

Culture, as a social concept, refers to the way of life of a 
people. It embraces the entire essential features of a group. 
Culture develops through socialization and it is passed on 
from one generation to another. It is therefore not usually 
inherited, but, learned. Culture is not static, but dynamic and 
it changes in content and from time to time. As individuals 
interact, so also cultures. The interaction of cultures may 
lead to the emergency of new forms, a process called culture 
change. This understanding of culture is summarized in the 
definition of the concept as the totality of the way of life 
evolved by people in the attempts to meet the challenges 
of living in their environment. Culture is a way of life of 

the people. It comprises the philosophies, norms, values, 
languages and dressing, to mention but a few, of a group of 
individuals. To this end, culture is that complex whole which 
includes knowledge, beliefs, art, law, custom and any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of 
society. Thus, Yomi D [3] argues that culture could be seen 
as a stable phenomenon; that is, culture does not change 
wholesale and oversight. According to Nigerian Cultural 
Policy of 1988, culture is defined as “the sum total of the 
people’s way of life, comprising material and non-material 
components. The material comprising technology, clothing, 
food, machines, building, airport etc., while non-material 
culture, comprises the political, social, legal and economic 
institutions, which sustain material and spiritual wellbeing. 
Culture also comprises philosophical which embraces ideas, 
beliefs, manners, attitudes as well as creativity”. From this, 
it can be seen that culture is a way of life of a people in a 
given society. It is the set of practices that create meaning for 
society and it has many manifestations. According to Adefuye 
A [4] culture incorporates a wide mixture of issues including 
laws, knowledge, crafts, tradition and all possible man-made 
practices.

Culture, says anthropologists, is rather difficult to define. 
The varieties of definition notwithstanding, there are clearly 
some common element characteristics running through them 
all. Certainly, one common element which appears to sum it 
all up is that a people’s culture is the entire way of life of that 
people as a social group. An entire way of life would embody, 
among other thing, what people think of themselves and in 
the universe they live – their world view, in other words; 
how they organize their life in order to ensure their survival; 
their institutions, religions, educational systems; and the 
actual things they do vis-à-vis the ideal patterns which they 
hold before them; it goes without saying that there can be 
no people without culture [5,6] says that; for human being 
to build houses, cultivate farms, construct bridges, dams or 
electricity generating plants, provide qualitative education, 
manage successful businesses or organizations control 
population growth, prevent or cure sicknesses and diseases, 
ensure social trust, good governance, law and order, etc., 
they need an established albeit critically receptive body of 
ideas and beliefs, designs, techniques and methodologies, 
rules and regulations, i.e., a culture. Again, culture can be 
defined as that complex whole, which includes shares ideas, 
knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of a 
society, though, culture is something that cannot be seen, 
heard, smelled, touched or tasted, it has been in continuous 
existence for years. Implicitly, culture is very real and so 
important that without it, human societies, would be quite 
impossible [7]. According to Ukpokolo I [8] culture can be 
viewed in this ways: culture consists of everything on a list 
of topics, of categories such as social organization, religion 
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and economy, culture is social heritage or tradition, that is 
passed onto future generations, culture is shared, learned 
human behaviour, a way of life, culture is ideals, values or 
rules for living. Culture, to some people, means music and 
dance. To some, people, it is arts and craft. To others, it is 
way people dress, their mores; their songs and folk-stories, 
their myths legends and world-view and so on. And yet, to 
some other, culture is summarized as the way of life of a 
people; their languages, their beliefs and their religions; 
their do’s and don’ts; the tattoos and the mark on their faces 
and bodies; the ornaments and other things they use or do to 
beautify themselves; their naming ceremonies and how they 
bury their dead [1]. Maintains that culture encompasses the 
tangible and intangible as it incorporates the subtotal of the 
material and immaterial tools, art work and work of art of a 
people and knowledge accumulated by the people.

Again, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) defines culture as including 
the whole complex of distinctive, spiritual, material, 
intellectual and emotional features that characterize a 
society or societal group. It includes not only art and letters, 
but also modes of life, the fundamental rights of the human 
being, value systems, traditions and beliefs [9].

Also, culture is seen as the totality of knowledge and 
behaviours, ideas and objects that constitutes the common 
heritages of a people [10]. This means that culture has to 
do with the experience of people in their interaction with 
one another and with their environment. Given this view 
of culture, there is no doubt that every society, ancient or 
contemporary, scientific or traditional, has a culture.

Culture can be defined as the totality of the way of life, 
not just of Nigerians, but Africans. And that would mean it 
includes thoughts and thinking process, our technology, 
knowledge, philosophy of life, because history has shown 
that those countries that have made it today, are those that 
have identified and celebrated their culture [11].

Characteristics of Culture

Culture is Expressed in Symbols

Culture evolves through and is often expressed by 
symbols. Symbols allow people to develop complex thoughts 
and communicate them. For instance, alphabet and numbers 
are symbolic creations for communication purposes within 
a cultural milieu. The Egyptians created hieroglyphics form 
of writing a veritable means of communication within their 
culture. The same is observable within the context of other 
groups all over African continent. The Brass industry in 
ancient Benin was full of cultural symbols that communicated 
various significant messages to people. Similarly, the 

Nsibidi symbols were the earliest writings associated with 
the Empire secret societies of the Efik, Ibibio, and the Igbo 
societies of Nigeria. Most Africans carvings, clothes and 
other art works came along with a lot of cultural symbolisms 
printed, painted or carved into the motif of the work for the 
purpose of communication.

Culture is Learned

Another key characteristic of culture is the fact that is 
learned. Understanding and coherence with cultural traits 
are not innate abilities that people are born with. They are 
rather cultivated within certain context, in this case, the 
cultural setting. Culture is acquired through socialization 
and is therefore not usually inherited but learned. It is passed 
on from one generation to another. Language has to be 
learned, habits cultivated and mannerism adopted. Culture is 
transmitted from parent to children in a process referred to 
by anthropologists as enculturation or cultural transmission. 
This process has to occur within the cultural environment 
to enable the learning process. Learning and adopting the 
Yoruba or Hausa language and culture requires proximity 
to Yoruba and Hausa land. This is important in obtaining 
effective cultural adaptation. Although, it is possible to learn 
the cultural traits of a foreign culture from outside its cultural 
milieu, the adaptation is not as effective as that which takes 
place within the cultural milieu.

Culture can be Transferred and Shared

Certain cultural traits are easily transferred and shared 
with people of different cultural persuasions. The English 
language, for instance, is shared cultural traits in Nigeria and 
several other countries in Africa. Other languages that are 
shared cultural trace in Africa include the Hausa language, 
which is widely spoken in most of West Africa, including 
Nigeria, Ghana, Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso and others. In 
East Africa, the Swahili Language is a classic example of a 
shared cultural trait that cuts across several cultural groups. 
In North Africa, the Arabic language represents a common 
example of a shared cultural trait that is common among the 
Maghribian countries and Egypt. 

Food and clothing articles also represent dorms of shared 
cultural traits. In Nigeria for instance, pounded yam and 
egusi soup has become a shared cultural trait in most of the 
country. As results of years of cultural interaction, exchange 
becomes inevitable owing to intermarriages, migrations and 
urbanization. The agbada or Baban Riga is a clothing article in 
Nigeria, which also represents a shared cultural trait among 
the several teaming groups of diverse cultures in the country. 
This is similar to what the western men’s suite represents in 
the global context. These are all processes that compel the 
sharing of cultural traits thus; creating a Supra-culture that 
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binds a loose collection of several cultural groups.

Culture Evolves and Adapts

Culture is not a concept that remains static; it rather 
adapts and evolves to the prevailing circumstances 
surrounding it. This is because just like individual’s culture 
interacts and in the process of this interaction, may undergo 
some processes of mutations which lead to the emergency of 
new forms. This is referred to as culture change. When certain 
cultural traits collide with others in social interaction, they 
either tend to disappear, adapt or become integrated into 
the more powerful culture. The killing of twin in southern 
Nigeria for instance, is a cultural trait that could not survive 
encroachment of Christian culture in the 19th and 20th 
centuries. This is a common occurrence in cultural evolution 
when one culture impacts and replaces aspects of another 
culture. Marriage practices in most indigenous cultures have 
adapted to the Christian or Muslim marriage rites. Most 
African communities have evolved a seamless integration 
of both cultural rites into a single process that exemplifies 
cultural adaptation.

Apart from adapting to the overbearing presence of 
other cultures, the need for environmental adaptation 
is also crucial. Changing climate and environment also 
produce profound impact on cultural evolution. Increase 
desertification, for instance, produces changes in the cultural 
practices of people living in the border-line areas of the 
expanding Sahara desert. Their clothing and shelter have 
to change to fit the weather environmental requirements 
that are pressing upon them. The same example applies to 
the change of clothing of an individual from the tropics that 
migrate to the temperate region in order to survive in his 
new place of abode [12].

Categories and Type of Culture

Cultural practices vary all over the world. Although they 
are vast and complex in nature, they can be categorized 
for the purpose of our understanding and study. These 
categories are broad, covering a wide range of cultural traits. 
They include the material and immaterial culture, or tangible 
or intangible. The immaterial is further sub classified into 
social and ideological categories.

Material Culture

This represents the aspects of culture that is humanly 
manufactured or man-made such as technology. It is a 
common character of every society to produce and exchange 
goods that cater for feeding, clothing, housing, work and 
other needs of social interaction. Anthropologists delineate 
several aspects of material culture that include:

•	 The method by which people obtain or produce food, 
known as pattern of subsistence; pastoralist like the 
Fulani’s of West Africa and Massia of East African, 
subsistence farmers like the Tiv, etc., are example of 
pattern of subsistence which form part of the material 
culture in question.

•	 The way in which people exchange goods and services; 
this includes the economic system of exchange. Some 
societies practise trade by barter while other use various 
forms of legal tenders that include gold, silver, cowries 
and modern currency.

•	 The kind of technologies and other object that people 
make and use; these forms of cultural traits come in form 
of the type of houses people build within some societies. 
These could range from thatched grass houses among 
primitive communities to advanced architecture in the 
developed world. Tools and implement of work are also 
good examples of this. Types of fishing boats differ from 
one community to another, cooking utensils, farming 
tools, textiles and metal implements all differ from one 
cultural setting to another.

Immaterial Culture

Social Culture

The Dynamic of social relationships in communities 
form crucial aspects of their culture. Kingship, marriage, 
works, economic and political positions are all segments 
of the social culture of the people. In Africa, the marriage 
systems and rites are very important aspects of the social 
culture of ethnic group. The various ceremonies obtainable 
among different groups are very diverse. The same goes for 
the political institution of the ethnic groups. The chieftaincy, 
titled heads, etc., constitutes the social fabric of the people’s 
culture. Economic positions like guilds form another basic 
structure of social in African communities. In many African 
societies, each section of the economic is controlled by such 
guild for e.g., the blacksmith guild, the bronze casters guild, 
the potter’s guild, the cloth weaver’s guild, fisher’s guild, the 
hunter’s guild, the market women’s guild and a host of others.

Ideological Culture

Culturally, unique ways of thinking often unite the 
people in very distinct ways. This forms a very important 
part of the culture of the people. The most dominant aspect 
of ideological culture known to man is that of religion. 
Ideology, which is the belief, values and ideas of a people, 
is most latently expressed in their religious persuasions. 
Indigenous African religions play a very important role in 
the thinking and world view of Africans in general. Before 
the onset of Christianity and Islam on the continent, these 
religions thrived and moulded both the social and material 
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aspects of African culture. Missionary activities brought in 
Christianity and Islam into the continent and infused new 
belief systems into African societies. Several communities 
integrated some of these beliefs into the original indigenous 
beliefs and created syncretized versions of the belief system. 
The concept of ancestral worship, for instance, and also 
Pantheism or a belief in many gods, is very common trait of 
the ideological culture of African societies.

Meaning and Definitions of Globalizations

The term ‘globalization’ is a highly controversial and 
contested concept. There is no universal consensus on its 
conceptual meaning. There are controversies and confusions 
not only in terms of definitions, but also on whether or not 
it is a reality or myth in terms of nature, character, depth, 
historical, components, measurement, and significance. The 
basis for the varying explanations can be understood when 
we appreciate that each definitions tends to focus on only 
a significant feature of the phenomenon. For instance, the 
chronological account and measurement of globalization 
from the point of view of those who take globalization to be 
synonymous with ‘liberalization’ will likely to be different 
from those who see globalization as ‘universalization’.

At this juncture, it must be well stressed that no one 
definition can however be dismissed as worthless What 
should be appreciated is that, whether an individual is 
conscious of it or not, each definition is informed by a given 
theoretical paradigm, a given historical context certain 
normative perspective, defined ideals and specific interests. 
The challenge however is to have a sense of direction by 
developing an explicit definition – one that explains how 
everything fits, which gives focus and internal coherence 
to an argument and the policies that flow from it. In other 
words, our task is to present an analytical framework that 
will make the ‘mass of claims and counter-claims fit into a 
coherent story Scholte JA [13]. To withstand the test of time, 
such analytical framework should be capable of providing 
a thread that will link and explain all the various schools of 
globalization rather than emphasizing only a perspective. 

In a nutshell Scholte categorizes definition of 
globalization into five broad classifications. 
•	 Globalization as Internalization: By this, we mean 

evidence of globalization lies in enlarged and growing 
flows or movement of trade, capital investment, people, 
messages, information and ideas between countries. 
In other words, globalization represents a growth of 
international exchange and interdependence [14].

•	 Globalization as Liberation: This refers to the 
process of removing or reducing government-imposed 
regulatory controls and restrictions on movement of 
goods, services, capital and people between countries 

in order to facilitate international economic integration.
•	 Globalization as Universalization: This refers to the 

process of the worldwide spread of culture ideas, objects 
and experiences.

•	 Globalization as Deterrriorialization: This perspective 
conceptualizes globalization as a social process or set of 
processes in which the constraint of geography on social 
and cultural arrangements recede and in which people 
become increasingly aware that they are receding.

•	 Globalization as Westernization: Proponents of 
this idea contend that globalization is essentially Euro 
centric. They classify globalization in the same category 
with ‘colonization’ and ‘modernization’, which was 
presented as forces operating beyond human control 
that were transforming the world [15].

Maintains that globalization is western imperialism, 
particularly American imperialism that seeks to impose its 
hegemony on other subjugated and exploited nation’s threat 
of economic, political or military coercion. Globalization 
according to him does not only deepen inequality between 
the core and the periphery nations, it also seeks to wage 
unprecedented attacks on the right and welfare of the poor 
nations.

Globalization can also be seen as the historical process 
whereby the world is being made into a single place with 
systematic properties [16]. We can go further to define 
globalization as a social process in which constraint of 
geography on social and cultural arrangements recede and 
in which people become increasingly aware that they are 
receding [17].

Features of Globalization

Globalization is not without some essential features, 
which surround its feasibility. Such features include 
liberalization, deregulation of trade, and privatization of 
public enterprises, mass production of goods and services, 
improved and reliable information technology which can 
facilitate easy intercommunication links throughout the 
globe, globalization of factors of production and level ground 
for participants.

Liberalization is a process of removing artificial 
restrictions on production, exchange or use of goods, services 
and factors of production for firms to globalize. It is sincerely 
the removal of international boundary barriers to facilitate 
easy flow of capital around the globe. Since the logic of private 
enterprise is the drive for profit, the movement of firms and 
capital across borders in pursuit is inherent in the expansion 
of firms. Economy activity could not be globalized if rooms 
were not created for expansion. Liberalization is an avenue 
for transitional corporations today to expand and break 
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easily boundary barriers of nations of the world. Boundary 
barriers had been the bane to mobility of immigration and 
capital flow across nations. With liberalization, transitional 
corporations become a serving driving force for globalization.

Information technology is actually the mainstream in 
the modern globalization: the use of internet remarkably 
distinguishes this global dispensation from that of the 
past. Information technology plays an important role in 
building the strength and the growth of nation’s economy; 
therefore, it is a life-wire that sustains globalization. Indeed, 
the globalization of technology promotes the globalization 
of production and finance by spurring the dissemination 
of information and lowering the cost of linking markets 
internationally. It has created rapidly rising numbers of 
global consumers but through the advantage of superiority 
in Information Technology, the West controls the allocation 
and consumption of world resources by expanding their 
markets in developing countries and in the reverse, banned 
entry of products from these countries to theirs.

The change in the ownership structure of public 
enterprises to privatization is historic and fundamental 
to making globalization a reality. The privatization policy 
in the African countries had indeed attracted capital from 
developed countries but ironically it disturbed ownership 
to foreign investors who further impoverish the African 
continent because their proceeds are never retained in 
Africa. Globalization is not possible without privatization. No 
economy can effectively integrate into the global economy 
without fully privatizing. Privatization provides an enabling 
environment for keen competition which globalization 
endangers. Privatization is the bridge thorough which the 
dividends of globalization can be enjoyed. Privatization is 
one of the indices of globalizations whose combination and 
scope is considered new and are changing the way in which 
the world economy functions.

Advantages of Globalization

Globalization has many advantages. In the first place, it is 
necessary for the survival of mankind through interaction. It 
fosters mutual help, mutual love, mutual concern and mutual 
understanding. For example when there is disaster in any 
part of the world today, the whole world gets to know about 
it, and relief begins to come from all over the globe. 

It facilitates contact with people in other part of the world 
and bring people all over the world closer together. It helps 
to remove prejudice and misunderstanding. For example, 
the great German philosopher, Hegel, who lived in the 19th 
century, was ignorant of what was happening in Africa and this 
ignorance led him to prejudice against Africa. His ignorance 
and prejudice were expressed in his philosophy of history, 

that the Absolute had not yet attained self-consciousness in 
Africa, that Africans were still living barbaric lives, without 
history or culture, at a time when there were vast empires 
in Africa, with sophisticated political administration based 
on indigenous political philosophy. Even in the 1940s, 1950s 
and 1960s, there were still Europeans and Americans who 
thought that Africans lived on trees, and went about naked. 
No educated man in Europe or America can exhibit such 
ignorance today, thanks to globalization [18].

•	 It promotes the growth and development of science and 
technology, education, sports and tourism.

•	 It offers enormous potentials to eradicate poverty.
•	 It enriches the world scientifically, culturally and 

economically. For instance, Nigeria exchanges her crude 
oil, cocoa, rubber and raw materials for manufactured 
items which they cannot produce while exporting other 
items which they produce in abundance.

•	 It encourages rapid industrialization.
•	 It brings unprecedented opportunities to the people 

throughout the world.
•	 Access to people and information practically anywhere 

in the world has become quicker, cheaper, easier.
•	 Nigerian oil, South African gold and Ivorian cocoa are 

already traded in global market while people around the 
African continent access internet indiscriminately.

•	 It is obvious that many people even in African 
continent now operate cyber café and phones center 
for commercial purposes, which by extension, help to 
reduce unemployment rate. 

Now, having said this, we shall now delve into 
development, what is then is development? The world, it 
can be said, currently revolves around development. This is 
because the need for development occupies a primary place 
in the lives of individuals, groups, nations and states. The 
desire is always for a people to move closer to development. 
Those who are farthest from it wish they were closer and 
consistently strive to be closer to it, while those who are 
close to it wish there were nothing separating them from 
development. Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the 
situation has to do with those by whom we sometimes 
measure development. They are involved, at another level, in 
the race for further development and this involves discovering 
new frontiers of development and the process increases, as 
much as possible, the development gap between themselves 
and others. In this situation, the term development turns 
out to be a very vague term. This is because, in our-ever 
changing world, there are no archetypes of development. 
Changes that are considered to be developmental today may 
be considered primitive tomorrow. Also, what is considered 
to be development in one place may be seen to be an index of 
retrogression in another. This makes it difficult to articulate 
a definite concept of development. The vagueness of the 
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term notwithstanding, most people assume that they have a 
clear idea or, in the very least, an insight into the nature of 
development.

According to McGurk H [19] development implies 
not only a change in time, but also change which has 
direction; development frequently implies advancement 
or improvement over some more primitive status. In other 
words, for any change to be developmental, it must be 
directional, meaning that it must proceed towards a certain 
end which is an improvement upon an earlier stage. A more 
elaborate attempt at analyzing development is offered by 
Ernest Nagel in Harris D [20] who defines development 
as a sequence of continuous changes eventuating in some 
outcome. What this boils down to is that a developmental 
change must be a part of process emanating from the 
past and gradually building up to the present and the 
future. Another definition of development is offered by 
Ogundowole EK [21] which goes thus: development is a 
broader concept and is multi-dimensional. It may means 
merely mechanical motion, spatial displacement of object. 
It may mean forward and backward, sideways; upward 
and forward movements. maintains that development at 
the individual level implies increased skill and capacity, 
greater freedom, creativity, self-discipline, responsibility 
and material being. Moreover,Olusegun Obasanjo and define 
development as a change or a transformation into a better 
state. In the existential ontology of development can be 
understood as the achievement of authentic nationhood, 
and underdevelopment, the ability of a nation to overcome 
confidence-crisis. Any nation that refuses or is incapable 
of building on its tactical givens, cannot be a nation that is 
free from external determined nation can hardly acquire 
stature and maturity. A nation without a sound ideological 
framework of its own to guide social action, a nation that goes 
about copying every available piece of ideology is vulnerable, 
and like an edifice without foundation, such a nation easily 
falls prey to the wind storm of imperialism. Such a nation is 
nor genuine and misfortunes are explained away in terms of 
sabotage.

A cursory look has shown that the concepts of culture, 
globalization and development have been lucidly explained. 
Each of these concepts has an avalanche of definitions which 
have equally have been exposed. In a nutshell, it is obvious 
that the foregoing analysis of culture and development points 
to the intricate relationship among the three concepts. Not 
only why does development take place within the ambits of a 
particular culture, the impetus for a particular development 
take place within the ambits of a particular culture, the impetus 
for a particular development trend can be aided or retarded 
by culture. Given this reality therefore, the questions can be 
asked: can we use culture to entrench progressive human 
development, enhance creativity and increase productivity 

for the common good which in essence is what sustainable 
development is all about? What challenges do culture and 
globalization pose to Africa quest for development? Should 
we abandon our culture for the sake of globalization? Should 
we continue to borrow ideas and other things from the 
West? How do we incorporate our culture into development 
vis-à-vis globalization? And of course, what is the way 
out? Ali Mazui quoted in Ayo F [22] argues that “Africa as a 
whole borrowed the wrong things from the West even the 
wrong components of capitalism”. We borrowed the profit 
motive but not the entrepreneurial spirit: we borrowed 
the acquisitive appetites of capitalism, but not the creative 
risk taking. We are at home with Western gadgets, but are 
bewildered by Western workshops. We wear the wristwatch 
but refuse to watch it for the culture punctuality. We have 
learnt to parade in display, but not to drill in discipline. 
The West’s consumption patterns have arrived, but not the 
West’s technique of production. In the same vein, Godwin 
[23] posits that, “there is need for authentic existence. We 
should stop copying values that do not fit properly into our 
system. We do not want to be “African European”. Hence, we 
need not “fry” our hair or bleach our skins in order to look 
like Europeans. We should learn how to adapt to our own 
environment everything has an adaptation to life”.

Besides, Babawale [1] posits that the Chinese sense of 
moderation is indeed exemplary. Proud as they are of their 
culture, style, taste and values, they have been making 
substantial gains from their creativity, exploring their 
environment and producing and packaging just anything 
from bamboo through plants, herbs, fish and products, to 
mention but few. He goes further to say that Malaysia has 
garnered substantial goodwill from her culture potential so 
much so that her hospitality industry smells and tastes Malay 
traditional values. Singapore is yet another good success 
story. With political economy deeply rooted in Singaporean 
tradition, productivity of her national reflects greatly in her 
annual earnings as distinct from and far beyond what is 
prevalent in countries like Nigeria, and many other reservoirs 
of global energy resources. 

Moreover, Africa should globalized any of her indigenous 
cultural heritage like China and Japan have done in sports, 
Jamaica, Music, India film production; it is high time 
Nigeria woke up from her “cultural slumber”. Africa cultural 
potentials should be embraced and developed.

Above all, we recall with nostalgia the establishment 
of the Center for Black and African Arts and Civilization 
(CBAAC) via Decree 69 of 1979 shortly after the Second 
World Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture (FESTAC 
‘77) to among other things champion the promotion of global 
understanding and appreciation of Black and African Culture. 
Although, CBAAC has achieved a lot, however, it should not 
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rest on it oars. Efforts must be made to ensure that our culture 
is given a wide and special attention it deserves, bearing 
in the mind that “a man’s ability may be strengthened or 
increased by his culture”. Its efforts in implanting NIGERIAN 
culture and traditional values in the minds of Nigerians, 
at home and abroad to influence their attitude mindset 
and thought processes must be fought with vigour. The 
UN cultural orientation project for Africa and other Third 
World countries meant to promote premodial moral values 
that has been in a complete state of utter oblivion should be 
re-awakened. Also, Nigeria should be commended for the 
formal commissioning of Nigerian Cultural House in Brazil. 
This will, without doubt, show that Nigeria has finally taken 
its rightful place in the world cultures. Our clarion call is that 
other African countries should follow suit.

In summation, we want to state that tough, globalization 
has some good effects, but this does not mean that Africa 
should treat her culture with levity, because every culture 
needs development in order to survive. In the same vein, 
development can only flourish where it is rooted in the culture 
and tradition of a country, since it is an all-encompassing 
process “linked to each other society’s own values and calling 
for an active participation of individuals and groups who are 
the authors and the beneficiaries of it.

Impact of Globalization on African Culture 

The first danger to guard against in globalization is the 
loss of one’s cultural identity, and even national identity. 
Globalization tends to eliminate national and cultural 
identities. For example, some Europeans countries have 
refused to do away with their own currencies and replace 
it with the common European currency, the Euro. They are 
holding tight to their own currency because it is a symbol 
of their national identity. Regional or sub-regional common 

currency is part of the process of globalization. It will 
eventually get to the level of a common world currency. Will 
the various nations in the world give up their own currencies, 
a symbol of their national identities? We know that very soon 
West African countries will also have a common currency. 
Will all the countries in Africa agree to give up their own 
currencies and replace them with the common currency [24].

Another danger in globalization is that it could become 
a subtle form of neo-colonization. America is already 
aggressively doing this through the CNN, and through its 
control over the United Nations Organization (UNO) which 
she mobilizes to fight her enemies who refuse to submit to 
her [25].

There is also the danger of the loss of one’s individual 
identity, the danger of getting submerged in the anonymity 
of the crowd being pulled along by the force of globalization. 
The result of this is inauthencity, the individual, having lost 
him self-identity by submerging himself into the anonymous 
crowd of globalization, begins to live an inauthentic life. 
He is no longer himself, he is no longer the person living, 
and globalization is now living in him. He has become a 
globalization robot, being carried along by globalization. 
Globalization is good, but we must embrace it with caution 
and guard against the dangers inherent in it [26].

Another impact of globalization on African culture is that 
we lose very easily the beauty of hand woven clothing. Again, 
another impact of globalization on African culture is sagging 
of trousers. Also piercing of body parts for the ornamental 
objects which are equally alien to us in Africa. Similarly, 
provocative dressing that exposes erogenous parts is equally 
alien to us in Africa Figure 1.

     

Figure 1: Provocative dressing.
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Images of Indecent Dressing

Furthermore, tattoo on our bodies, dread by our men 
which make them look like Sango (god of thunder) is another 
effect of globalization on African culture. Permit me to appeal 
to the organizers of this conference is that this conference is 
timely simply because our culture is in a state of comatose, 
and if care is not taken, it will move into complete state of 
extinction and moribund. This is not all, another impact is the 
way we eat in social gatherings with cutleries such as knives, 
spoon, and fork while eating solid food such as pounded yam, 
amala, fufu, semovita among others. As a matter of fact, this 
is highly alien to us Figure 1.

Another impact of globalization on African culture is 
gay marriage. It is rather unfortunate that Africans (most 
especially, Northern Nigerians) are fond of this act which 
we personally consider as foreign to us in Africa. In order to 
dwell much on this, we would like to allude to the “Sunday 
Punch” Newspaper, June 11, 2017, p.32 which reads in part 
“FG laments increase in gay marriage”. The report goes 
further thus “the Director-General of the national Orientation 
Agency, Dr. Garba Abari, said that social values have been 
eroded, adding that Nigerian youth have embraced same sex 
marriage”. Some websites promote pornography, racism or 
gambling. Each of these affects African culture.

Finally, greeting is another aspect where globalization 
has adversely affected African culture. Nowadays, our young 
girls don’t know how to kneel down (emphasis on Yoruba) 
when greetings elders. Neither does our boys too prostrate 
when greeting elders too. Without doubt, this has a serious 
effect on our culture, and I want to believe that this conference 
will address all these contentious issues mentioned in the 
course of this paper that our rich culture will be jealously 
guarded.

Recommendations

Arising from the foregoing, the paper recommends the 
following:
•	 There should be immediate stimulus revival of African 

culture through music, drama, craft and art. For instance, 
Artistes such as King Sunny Ade, Chief Ebenezer Obey 
have contributed to the revival of African music which 
will displace foreign music and dance that are not in line 
with African culture.

•	 Awareness should be created, through seminars, 
conferences, workshops to appreciate, embrace and 
value African culture.

•	 That globalization, despite its huge advantages, should 
not be allowed to kill African culture.

•	 That the study of African culture should be made 
compulsory in our schools. That Africa has a lot of 
lessons to learn from the emergent economics popularly 
referred to as the Asian tigers. These include Japan, 
India, Malaysia, Korea, China, Singapore etc., all of which 
have used culture to derive their development efforts 
and have in all instances recorded gratifying unqualified 
success stories.

•	 That we should not allow globalization to pollute Africa’s 
cultural heritage.

•	 There is an urgent need for both state and national 
assemblies to enact laws that would promote the 
preservation and conservation of our rich cultural 
heritage.

•	 Recognition of the pride of price of culture in development 
and the sensitization of decision-makers and the general 
public to the cultural component of development.

•	 That Africa’s cultural traits such as culture of respect, 
work, moral life, communication and harmony mental 
creativity, and symbolic life and culture of communalism.

•	 Africans should be abreast with and promote our world 
view and values.

•	 That effort must be made to ensure that Africans 
resist the temptation to live as imitation Europeans or 
imitation Americans.

•	 The African universities should ensure that cultural 
studies be incorporated in the general African studies 
at least, at undergraduates level as a means of fortifying 
their pride in being Africans.

•	 African music and films should be used to in our 
embassies to entertain visitors.

•	 Africa’s Cultural potential should be embraced and 
developed.

•	 We should stop copying values that do not fit properly 
into our system; we need not to bleach our skin in order 
to look like Europeans.

Conclusion 

From the foregoing, it is obvious that we have made 
efforts to discuss at length what is meant by culture and 
globalization. Efforts have equally been made to explain the 
impact of globalization, despite its numerous advantages on 
African culture. We therefore conclude that African culture 
can teach people about what we call the importance of 
comportment in society. How we comport ourselves, and 
the importance attached to a name, for example, are part of 
African thing. Nobody in Africa believes that nothing is in a 
name; we believe that there is a lot attached to a name and 
that was why in those days, everybody cherished the family 
name. You are always conscious of not doing anything that 
would tarnish the reputation of the family. What we are 
saying is that the culture of isolationism, individualism, 
the culture of the worship of material things belong to the 
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west, whereas, what is important to African society is the 
sense and spirit of community, the sense of brotherhood 
and then your personal character rises and stands over your 
material wealth. In other words, you do not respect a person 
because he is wealthy, especially if the source of his wealth 
is questionable. In those days, in our society, there were 
families that were regarded as rich, but were ostracized and 
nobody wanted to relate with them, whereas there were 
some families that were poor, who would be respected in the 
community because of the good name of the family. These are 
things we have to cherish as a people, the way we take care of 
our old people. In most Western countries, the old man and 
woman, once they passed their prime, are treated as disused 
papers, discarded into old people’s home. We don’t do that 
in our society. We believe that when people get to old age, 
that is when they need to be taken care of mostly. Nobody 
dumps his or her parents in an old people’s home. They 
stay with their sons and daughters until they die peacefully. 
So, these are things that we must really copy from African 
culture, and I believe that the African culture can lend to 
the West. Look at what is happening to the West today, this 
individualistic spirit, this lack of respect for one another, 
and especially the elders, has reached the level of crime and 
criminality in those societies. That is why, on a daily basis, a 
simple disagreement could result in a gun duel. That is not 
something that happens in the African society, except in the 
societies that have lost touch with the African culture. So, 
we have all of these to sell to the Western world in order to 
make their society peaceful and to make their people live a 
harmonious existence tomorrow.

It has also shown in this paper, that culture is related to 
development and that we should not allow globalization to 
distort our culture. As a matter of fact, it needs to be stated 
in concrete terms that the role of culture to any country’s 
development cannot be over-emphasized. With the coming 
information age, the world is getting smaller and Nigeria 
has to fit in and does not mean compromising on the local 
culture to take up everything that has been termed global 
culture. We should therefore note that culture is the key 
which unlocks the creative potential of a nation. For instance, 
the technological developments in Britain which led to the 
Industrial Revolution were all based on real, local needs 
and represented solutions that adapted best to the complex 
of economic and socio-cultural conditions prevailing in the 
country at that time. Globalization, no doubt, is loaded with 
promises and threats. It is not devoid of problems, but its 
dividends can be appreciated if engaged with caution and 
through a definitive appraisal of culture. Africans must learn 
that in embracing globalization, there is need to pragmatically 
review their culture. The point is that a dynamic review of 
culture in line with people’s experience will chart the path 
to be trodden; it will show us what aspects of globalization 
to embrace, who and when to embrace it, and where. The 

critical investigation of culture and experience will equally 
highlight those tendencies and factors to be discarded. 
When such a review is properly done, the position and 
situation of man in development become clear. With specific 
reference to the African situation, especially at this moment 
of unbridled quest for technology advancement, there are 
fundamental ethoses that must not be carelessly mortgaged 
for material advancement lest the wellbeing of the majority 
is subordinated to technological acquisition. In other words, 
both the ethical and the technical must come into play in 
Africa’s pursuit of globalization.
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